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People, Peace, Planet, Prosperity & Partnership

**Collaboration**
- Company foundations to work with NGOs and local institutions
- Using innovation and technology to develop science education, natural disaster risk prevention and humanitarian aid actions

**Partnerhips**
- Embedding societal sustainability in our supply chain
  - Social equity and value
  - Human capital
  - Fair trade and practices

**Peace**
- Peaceful and inclusive societies
  - Assist governments to strengthen sovereignty through safety and security solutions

**Prosperity**
- Manage demand in order to remove, reduce, reuse and recycle
  - Challenge demand and propose sustainable alternatives
  - Natural capital and ecological footprint
  - Life cycle assessments “cradle to grave”

**People**
- Look at the whole life cost of a product
  - Challenge operating and disposal costs
  - Streamlined and efficient processes
  - Work collaboratively and innovatively with suppliers
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UN Sustainable Development Goals

People
- Zero hunger
- Good health & wellbeing
- Quality education
- Gender equality
- Clean water & sanitation
- Reduced inequalities
- Peace, justice & strong institutions

Peace
- Decent work & economic growth
- Industry, innovation & infrastructure
- Peaceful and inclusive societies

Planet
- Affordable & clean energy
- Sustainable cities & communities
- Life below water
- Life on land
- Responsible consumption & production
- Climate action
- Life on land
- Clean water & sanitation
- Life below water
- Industry, innovation & infrastructure
- Affordable & clean energy

Prosperity
- No poverty
- Quality education
- Gender equality
- Peace, justice & strong institutions
- Decent work & economic growth

Partnership
- Partnerships for the goals
- Peaceful and inclusive societies
- Look at the whole life cost of a product
- Embedding societal sustainability in our supply chain
- Social equity and value
- Human capital
- Fair trade and practices
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Embedding societal sustainability in our supply chain
- Social equity and value
- Human capital
- Fair trade and practices

Peaceful and inclusive societies
- Assist governments to strengthen sovereignty through safety and security solutions

Look at the whole life cost of a product
- Challenge operating and disposal costs
- Streamlined and efficient processes
- Work collaboratively and innovatively with suppliers
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